Abstract This paper demonstrates the use of entanglement resources in quantum speedup by presenting an algorithm which is the generalization of an algorithm proposed by Goswami and Panigrahi [arXiv:1706.09489 (2017)]. We generalize the algorithm and show that it provides deterministic solutions having an advantage over classical algorithm. The algorithm answers the question of whether a given function is constant or balanced and whether two functions are equal or unequal. Finally, we experimentally verify the algorithm by using IBM's five-qubit quantum computer with a high fidelity.
Deutsch-Jozsa Algorithm: Some Preliminaries
We have a function f : 0, 1 n → 0, 1 , where n ∈ N; such that f satisfies one of the following two possibilities.
-f is constant i.e, f (x) = 0 or f (x) = 1, ∀x ∈ 0, 1 n -f is balanced i.e, | x ∈ 0, 1 n : f (x) = 0 | = | x ∈ 0, 1 n : f (x) = 1 | = 2 n−1
Here, the task is to determine which of the two above properties, is satisfied by f . Best deterministic classical algorithm takes 2 n−1 − 1 queries to solve this task since one may get 2 n−1 0 s before getting a 1 [19] , whereas Deutsch-Jozsa Algorithm solves this problem in only 1 query. We assume that the function f is calculated using unitary U f : |x |y → |x |y ⊕ f (x) . The Deutsch-Jozsa Algorithm has been explicated in the following circuit.
|0
H H The input state |ψ 0 = |0 ⊗n |1 , after application of Hadamard gates we get,
In Figure 1 , the first n wires represent n-qubit query register and the last wire represents the answer register. Now the function is evaluated using unitary U f operations on query register as well as on answer register. The obtained state,
contains the result of the evaluation of a function in a superposed state. Eventually, application of Hadamard gates to query registers reveals whether f is constant or balanced as described below.
when z = |0 ⊗n and f is constant,
Hence, the probability of obtaining |0 ⊗n in query register is given as,
It is found that, if one gets |0 by measuring each of the qubits in the query register, then the function is constant otherwise balanced.
The Proposed Algorithm
Problem: Given that there are n functions, f i : {0, 1} → {0, 1}; such that either f i is constant or balanced ∀i ∈ [1, n] . One needs to determine whether the functions are constant or balanced and whether they are equal or unequal (even if one function is different from the rest, the conclusion should be 'unequal'). Suppose, there are n functions and n entangled qubits of the form
, then the initial state,
where, a i ∈ {0, 1}, U c f i represents a Controlled-Unitary function applied on the i th ancilla qubit. If
. Hence all the functions are said to be equal.
. On applying Hadamard gate on the first qubit one measures |0 , which implies that f 1 is constant. Since either all functions are balanced or all functions are constant, we can conclude that f i , ∀i ∈ [1, n], is constant or otherwise balanced. To summarize,
-If the first qubit is in the state |0 , we conclude that all the functions are constant, otherwise balanced.
-If all the answer qubits are correlated (either in the form of |0 ⊗n or |1 ⊗n ), we conclude that the functions are equal. Otherwise, at least one of them is different.
Total number of queries required by this algorithm is n. Classically, we would require at least the following information to solve this task,
. This amounts to a total of n + 1 queries. Hence, one query can be lessened by using entanglement as the main resource. It is to be noted that following a similar approach we cannot bring the number of queries down any further. In this case, each function must be queried at least once to be able to conclude whether it is constant or balanced deterministically. Since there are n functions we can not have an algorithm which does the above task in less than n queries. This proposal may be subject to further investigation.
Experimental Demonstration of The Proposed Algorithm in IBM's 5-Qubit Quantum Computer
We consider the simplest case in which two functions are used. In Fig. 3 , the first qubit represents a register qubit while the last two qubits represent answer qubits. Here, the register qubit decides whether the functions f and g are constant or balanced whereas the functions are equal or unequal is decided by the answer qubits. All the qubits are initialized to |0 state, after applying Hadamard and on the register qubit, and entangling and applying controlled-U f and controlled-U g on the answer qubits, the composite system reads,
. After applying Hadamard on the register qubit and measuring in computational basis, it is observed that for the outcome is |0 or |1 if the functions f and g are constant or balanced respectively. Similarly, measuring on the answer qubits, it is concluded that if the outcomes are |00 /|11 or |01 /|10 , then the functions are equal or unequal respectively. The number of outcomes for the answer qubits can be reduced by following Fig. 4 , where after the controlled-functions, a CNOT, Hadamard and X gates are applied. Hence, upon the measurement on the last two qubits, there will be two outcomes, i.e, |00 and |01 . It is noticed that, the functions f and g are equal if the outcome is |00 and the functions are unequal if the outcome is |01 . Fig. 4 : Modified quantum circuit implementing the Proposed Algorithm for two functions for the experiment.
Our proposed algorithm has been implemented in IBM's 5-qubit quantum computer by considering the following four possible cases. Fig. 5 illustrates the four cases; where functions are 'case-1: balanced and equal', 'case-2: balanced and unequal', 'case-3: constant and equal', and 'case-4: constant and equal'. Hence case-1, case-2, case-3 and case-4 result in the states |100 , |101 , |100 and |111 respectively. The quantum circuits have been designed in 'ibmqx4' using the first three qubits on the chip. The experimental results have been obtained taking 10 different run results for calculating standard deviation for each case. It is to be noted that each run has been executed with 8192 number shots, where the number of shots represent the number of times we perform the measurement in the quantum circuit. The bar chart showing both the theoretical and experimental data (with standard deviation) is plotted. Fig. 6 shows the bar chart of the four cases with theoretical and experimental results. The red histograms represent the theoretical values whereas the blue ones represent experimental values. The statistical fidelities given by F = are the theoretical and experimental probabilities respectively for obtaining the i th state) [19] for all the four cases have been calculated to be 0.8174, 0.7918, 0.9341 and 0.9372 respectively. It can be seen that the fidelity of case-2 is relatively lower than the other cases. It is to be noted that a relatively more number of gates are used in the case-2. As the gates and qubits in ibmqx4 have some fixed value of errors, it is expected to have a lower fidelity in the case-2. The experimental architecture of the chip ibmqx4 is given in Table 1 , where gate and readout errors, coherence and relaxation time of qubits are presented. 
Conclusion
We have proposed an algorithm which uses one less query than it's corresponding classical or quantum (without entanglement) algorithm which decides whether n functions (given that either all the functions are constant or all are balanced) are: (i) equal or unequal (ii) constant or balanced. Without entanglement, it is not possible to calculate the logical functions, f (0) ⊕ f (1) and f (0) ⊕ g(0) together using a classical or a quantum computer. However, a quantum computer using entanglement as a resource is able to compute the above quantity deterministically by the help of one query to each of the functions f or g [3] . We have made a conjecture that the number of queries cannot be reduced further using any quantum algorithm. Readers may want to further explore and try to prove or disprove it.
The proposed algorithm has been experimentally realized using IBM's 5-qubit quantum computer (ibmqx4). Four different cases for functions being 'equal and balanced', 'unequal and balanced', 'equal and constant', and 'unequal and constant' have been considered and verified experimentally. Bar charts have been plotted by counting events, and fidelity has been calculated to check the accuracy of our results. It has been found that the desired results are obtained with a high fidelity.
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